Getting things done: Some New Year's resolutions to follow
for the upcoming year
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Architects draw drawings, right? No, we do much more than that - we get things done! Here are
some New Year's resolutions:
* To do, carry out, perform, get done, create, design, carry on, manage: There are those of us who
are active doers and want to get things done quickly and efficiently. We are often held up by our
workers, clients and approval agencies. The things that create this bottle neck are usually the need
to document, record = documentation, support, confirm, corroborate, substantiate = document;
provide information, representation or communication. There seems to be an increasing amount of
paperwork that is generated at all levels and an increase in indecision and confusion. In order to file
an application with the city for an approval and permit, we need to prepare and submit an average of
50 forms and drawings, all of which have to be coordinated and accurate. Since the laws change
daily and the client changes their mind as well, this is similar to shooting at a moving target.
* Keep tabs on, watch, watch over, keep an eye on, and observe the changes of codes, building
type demand and economic conditions in the city. Cater to existing clients and get the work out. Stay
actively preparing forms and documents and be sharp and attentive in the process.
* People sometimes needlessly postpone or delay doing what is planned, required or scheduled and
what one should be doing: This is a serious problem today particularly since our future is so
uncertain. Why not spend endless hours on YouTube (www.youtube.com/billgati) or Face book
(www.facebook.com/billgati) instead of filling out forms and paper work that your consultants should
be doing for you? Why hire passive people when you can hire active people? Active people want to
do things quickly and efficiently and think active thoughts. Passive people wait for you to do
everything so they don't have to do it. Have you ever seen a tennis, chess or golf game between an
active and passive player? Who inevitably wins?
* People sometimes arouse hope, desire or curiosity without satisfying them or fail to meet the
hopes or other expectations of others: The client sometimes starts out with great expectations and
ends with a feeling of disappointment because of many reasons not least of which is the great cost
of doing work in the city, lengthy approval process, delays in construction and not being able to
visualize what the end product should look like at the planning stage. The architect also feels that at
the end of every project there is an expectation of recognition and payment: these too are often
absent. Due to the recession and lack of capital, we are often forced to work long hours without
suitable compensation. Sometimes, clients break contracts and don't pay final payments. This
causes mistrust and resentment among architects and clients.
* Don't strain yourself more than is healthy: We all seem to work too hard and develop health issues
as a result. Depression, heart disease and cancer are often directly related to over-work and little or
no exercise. What are we actually doing this for? The money, joy, pleasure, satisfaction a pat on the

back? Be active but do not strain yourself - passive people end up leaving everything for the last
moment. Pace yourself!
In Gestalt principle there is an innate tendency to perceive incomplete objects as complete and to
close and fill gaps and to perceive asymmetric stimuli as symmetric. We often convince ourselves
that the next project will catapult us to fame and stardom, our next client will be loyal and
understanding, affectionate, reassuring and give us the attention we need. This is very optimistic.
One client actually told me years ago that in paying for my services, he expresses approval of my
work and he need not say anything else. I have learned one very important lesson from life recently:
money can't buy you affection, reassurance and attention...this is something you have to give others
in order for you to receive.
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